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I. ISTRODUCTION
T HE PURPOSE of this paper is in part tutorial. It. is to demonstrate and empha.size the importance of considering in some problems of electrical engineering the stability and the sensitivity of the solutions. These problems have been characterized as "improperly posed" since Hadamard introduced this concept in mathematical physics [l] . An example that has been known for some time is that of antenna synthesis. Under supergain conditions, the solutions are unstable and extremely sensitive to errors. What is perhaps not commonly realized is that this is an example of improperly posed problems and that many other problems suffer from the same diseLse. It is t,herefore important to recognize the symptoms a.nd to know of possible cures. Several methods have been devised to "solve" these problems, that is, to extract from the equations an acceptable ansxer. A most inclusive description of those processes is based on the concept of regularization due to Tihonov [a] . To introduce the subject, xve will follow closely the example of antenna synthesis [SI. Thus general statements will immediately be illustrated by concrete examples. Kumerical results based on a part,icularly simple method of regularization will clearly demonstrate the effect of the degree of regularization on the solution, its stability, and its sensitivity to errors. Regularization methods provide algorithms that can be applied to a number of practical problems. They solve, in particular, the pattern synthesis problem -*hen the element. patterns are arbitrary. Finally, a brief discussion of alternative methods of regularization and of some of the many problems to which t,hey apply will emphasize the practical importance of this concept.
PROPERLY AND IMPROPERLY POSED PROBLEMS
Many problems in physics or engineering consist of finding a function f such that. a known operator T transforms f into a given function g. In the example that will mostly concern us here f represents the aperture function. of an antenna and g its ~adiatiorr pattern. The operat.or T which relates g to f is well known and is explicitly given for a special case in Section V.
The problem is to invert T . There are two distinct. aspects to that. problem which can be described in t.erms of the antenna problem.
In one case we measure the radiation pattern g of an actual antenna and wish to i d m t i f y the radiator, that. is to deduce t.he aperture f u n d o n f. In the second case we wish to obtain a given radiation patt.ern and to const.ruct. the antenna t,hat will produce it. This is the synthsis problem. I n both cases the function f is the unknown. But. while for identijcication we want f to be as close as possible to the actual fo that, has produced g ; for synthesis we want Tf to be as close as possible to the desired go. This difference in judging the quality of the result will somewhat influence t.he method.
The first problem is known under a variety of other names: reconstruction problem, remote sensing, inverse scattering, and others. This attest.s t.0 its import,ance in geophysical exploration, prospecting, probing of media, identificat,ion of targets, pattern recognition, and many other fields. We will discuss mostly the second problem and more specifically its application t.0 antenna. synthesis. C0mment .s about t.he first problem will be made when appropriate.
Questions that occur naturally are the following. In the synthesis problem, even if g is specified analytically, it will have t.0 be sampled and discretized to be handled by a computer. Question 3), (stability) is all important for the identification problem and less (within limit,s) for the synt.hesis problem. Question 4), (sensitivity) is most important, for the synthesis problem. There, as the realization of f is never perfect., one must know how the errors of f will affect 9. Some t,heoretical solution may be completely worthless because of excessive sensitivity: t.hey are unrealizable in a practical sense.
Briefly st.ated, an "improperly posed problem" is one for which the questions of stability and sensit.ivity are an issue. For the mathematician the problem is "properly posed" if the operation T is cont.inuous and has a unique continuous inverse over some (closed) set of functions of interest. Then the questions 1) through 4) are satisfactorily a.nswered. For the engineer, however, this is not. enough, and T and its inverse must. be "sufficiently cont,inuous" so that the errors can be kept under control in a practical applicat.ion. 
FUKCTIONAL ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS
In order to give precise answers t.o the quest,ions in the preceding section it is essential to define t,hem more accurately. First we must define the set,s F a.nd G to which t.he functions j and g belong. Then we must define what we mean by "closeness" in either set,.
The latter is usually done by defining norms I I f 11 and )I g I] and by letting t,he "distance" between two functions be the norm of their difference. The sets F a.nd G so organized become metric spaces. X'orms and distances satisfy a number of properties that can be found in [SI.
Among various possible choices of metrics, the one that, makes F or G into a Hilbert space is part,icularly int.eresting, because Hilbert. spaces most closely resemble the Euclidean space: one may ta.lk about angles and perpendiculars, and perform most familiar geometric constmetions even if t.he space is of infinite dimension. The LS norm of f defined by Hilbert spaces are not the only ones of practical importance. We may waat a pattern g t.0 be close to a desired go in t.he sense t,hat, the difference I g -go I for any direction is never larger tha.n a given value. The corresponding L , norm is defined by 11 g 1 I = sup I g I.
The norms L, and in particular L1 are also occasiona,lly
What, makes the choice of a norm particularly important, is that in infinite dimensional spaces the norms are not topologically equivalent,. This means that if a sequence fn converges t.0 f according to some norm I( * 111, (1 f,t -f Ill -+ 0, it may not converge according to another norm I( -] I2. Thus whether a problem is prop-erly posed or not will depend on the met.ric used in spaces F and G. Even more important from a practical standpoint, the type of closeness t.hat one desires must. be a.n engineering decision since it. will govern the performance of the antenna being synthesized.
If radiation in some directions in space is more important than in others, one would naturally introduce a weighting fact.or in the G-space norm to reflect this bias. If smoothness of the aperture funct,ion is important, one may prefer the Sobolev norm (2) to norm (1) in the F space. It is clear that there is an infinite number of choices, and this is where engineering judgment must be exercised.
IV. REGULARIZATIOK METHODS
What is meant by "solving" an improperly posed problem? Either there is no solution, or when there is one it may not be acceptable for practical reasons; consequently, the "solution" will have to be a compromise between conflicting requirements. It, merely approximat,es the conditions of the problem, but on the ot.her hand, it is acceptable. I n t,he case of synthesis we do not. realize exactly the desired patt.ern go; we only come close t.0 it but with an aperture function f whose norm is not. too large so that the design is not too sensitive to error.
In the case of an identification or inverse problem we want to come close to the actual f that produced a measured 9. The instability in the determination of f is a consequence of the insufficiency of the da.ta 9. The only remedy is either to t,ake more data, or more accurate data, or to make a guess at some of the properties of what. is being identified. The guess may be based on previous experience, on theoretical consideration, or may simply be some form of a priori assumpt,ion. It. may
re1at.e to the smoothness of j , to some bounds on f or on its derivatives, to some knowledge or assumption about t.he support of f, or any other information (or misinformation!) t.hat, is available. In both cases u-e can express the acceptability requirement on the solution by choosing a subset of F within which f must be.
Let Fa designate this restricted domain in F space and G, = T F , the corresponding restricted range in G space. The subscript a indicat.es a parameter or set of parameters t,hat, are needed to specify the set F,. A family of such sets will result from varying a. A regularization procedure will be associat.ed u-ith it as presently described. A first condit,ion for the success of the scheme is that the problem for the restricted domain and range becomes well posed, i.e., T must have a unique continuous inverse over G,. I n general the given g will not be in G,. The best we can do is t.o repla.ce g by the nearest approximation ij in G,. Therefore, a. condition on G, is that there exists such a unique nearest. approximation, which is called the projection of g on G,. When this occurs we can define a regularization process R, b>-forming the projection of g or G, and then applying T-' to the result. This is a cont.inuous operation over the space G since both operations are continuous. Another desirable property is that by varying the parameter(s) a the distance bet.ween g and S can be reduced at will.
In what follows we assume, as is the case for most improperly posed problems, and in particular for the antenna sgnt.hesis problem, that t.he operator T is compact. This means tha.t any bounded set. F , is mapped under T into a compact, set [5] . Furthermore, if T is linear and F , is convex, it. can easily be shown that T F , is also convex.
We can nom discuss a few simple regularization methods. A first. met,hod consists of t.aking as "accept.able functions'' those functions whose norm (Lp for instance) is less than a given number b. If the given function g happens to be too fa.r from the realizable function @, we can increase t.he dimension X of FX by adding more funct,ions fk and thus obtain a ij that is closer t,o 9. There is no guarantee! hou-ever, that, g can be approached indefinit,ely, unless the f k can be chosen so that. the Tfk forms a basis of G . If this con-dition is satisfied the norm of f = T-IO mill sometimes grow indefinitely. It is difficult. to decide where to stop and whether some other basis would lead to a bet,ter result.
The method as described, although simple and widely used, is not entirely satisfactory, its main drawback being the arbitrariness of choosing suitable basis vect,ors. With an additional criterion, however, this choice ca.n be made in a most natural ma.nner. As was pointed out previously, in antenna synthesis it. does not suffice t.0 come close to the desired patt,ern but to achieve this with an aperture function whose norm is within acceptable bounds. It ---, p~) which is immediately inverted.
Given go, the regularization operator RN results from projecting go on GN and applying Th7-l t.o the result.
This method was extended by Rhodes [lo] to the synthesis of linear isotropic sources. For a discret.e array of K elements or an AT-port antenna, where the problem is to find the excitation, one does not have the choice of increasing X , a.nd the sit,uation does not seem to require regularization: the projection 0 on G is defined and (1 g -0 11 is the absolute minimum that can be achieved. This result, however, may not be accept,able if the corresponding 1) f 11 is too large. The problem then is again to strike a compromise, accept more error 11 T f -g I I but, reduce I( f I I to an acceptable level. This can be done by the first'method applied t.0 the finite dimensional space or by t,he equivalent method t.0 be described now.
This t.hird method due to Tihonov consists of minimizing the quantity
where a is a positive number.
There is a unique f that does t,his (for a # 0), and it witill be denoted by 1 an inequality of the form can be established. If [I 0 11 is assumed equal to unit.y, 11 .fa 11 has an upper bound independent of the A's which is equal to (1/2a1I2). Hence, by properly choosing a, one may bring f, within any prescribed ball of radius b.
V . ANTESNA SYNTHESIS PROBLEM
To illustrate the regularization method we are going to apply it to a simple antenna synthesis problem. It will be clear that the method could apply as well to more complicated problems, and in particular, that it can take into account. arbitrary individual element patterns. Consider a linear aperture extending from -a to +a on the x axis. The problem is to find the electric current, flowing in the x direction that will produce a desired far-field patt,ern. Let. us represent, the current by f ( x ) and the pattern by is equal to 1 for E E [ -k,+k] and equal to zero otherwise. The operator T i operating on g may be shon-n to be the Fourier transform of p ( E ) = e* (E) g ( t ) evaluated a t ( -x ) , and TiT operating on f, may be shown to be an integral operator
where the kernel H(r' -x ) is the Fourier transform of
When the element pattern e ( [ ) = e,((), which is the case for isotropic sources,
For a discrete array, TtT is a matrix operator with terms Gmn equal to H ( x ) evaluated a t ( r , -2,) . The column vector T'g has elements equal to the Fourier transform of p ( E ) = e * ( t ) g ( E ) evaluated at zn.
As was pointed out. in Section IV, f, is eva.luated numerically by setting up a suitable algorithm for R,. The quantitv E,* = I I g, -go I)? is the synthesis error due t.o regularization. From considerations outlined in Section IV, approaches zero as a approaches zero and increases in value as a increases. Since in most synthesis problems, the sensitivity of the design to random errors is of great importance, it becomes imperative to define and compute a parameter that is a direct indicator of the sensitivity. This is done by adding to the aperture function f, a function v representing some error.
The function v is complex, as is f,. It is discretized, and its sample values are constructed from a table of random members to equal, on t.he average? v percent of the magnitude of the corresponding samplings of f,. The resulting normalized aperture function and far-field pattern are denoted by ( *?av,g,v) , respect.ively. The resulting error 11 guy -g, 112 is comput.ed for a number of functions v, and it.s average €2 is used a.s a sensit,ivity parameter. Low values of €2 indicate lon-sensitivity of the design to errors and vice versa. I n contrast. to the behavior of eU2, ev2 has often a large value as a approaches zero, and decreases in value as a increases. The quantities E,?, €2, and E : = 11 Qui. -g 112 are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 Fig. 1. Schematic representation of quantities E., E., et. of the solut,ion to random errors. In the next section, it will be show% \vit,ll numerical results that y a.nd ~y 2 have t.he same qua.litative behavior as a function of a.
VI. SUMERICAL SOLITTIOX
In this section, the numerical methods used will not be outlined since t.hey are st,andard met.hods found in most. textbooks on the subject. I n all cases, the simple t,rapezoidal representation has been used to discretize functions. The far-field patkern of a two-nTavelength long a,perture current,, t.riangular in shape, 1vit.h element pattern E(E) = (1 -E2/K2)1/2 was first generated. The aperture current and t,he corresponding far-field pattern go are shown in Fig. 2(a) , where because of symmetry of the patterns with respect to the vertical axis only half t.he range is shon-n. The horizontal axis of the aperture function has been normalized to a wavelength, and the amplitude of the field pattern has been plotted versus the solid angle .$/k = sin e. The regularization procedure has been applied to synthesize the function go but with an aperture which is now only one wavelength long. The results obtained using various values of a are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b) and
3.
Through these diagrams, the effect of the degree of regularizat.ion on the solution becomes obvious. For a = 0, the apert,ure funct.ion is highly oscillatory and exhibits a large norm. A4s a increases in value, smoother solut.ions are obtained. These changes typically 1ea.d to smaller values of t.he superdirect,ivity 7. The designs corresponding t.0 relatively small values of Q! look promising as seen from t.he behavior of tu2 in Fig. 4 and the pattern funct.ions gu in Figs. 2 and 3 where for a < 1 0 -3 , gu and go are almost indistinguishable. However, in the presence of random errors in the aperture currents, the design for low values of LY deteriorates. , 4 typical example of t,his behavior is shown in Fig. 5 where both gm and g y are shown for Q! = 0. When 5 percent, random errors are introduced in the aperture funct,ion, there is a complete deterioration of the peformance! This is also apparent by observing how the sensitivity curve E? in Fig. 4 is increasing as a is made smaller in magnitude.
I n t,he same figure, it is interesting to n0t.e that the curves for both and €2 have similar behavior over the range of a's considered. 
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Superdirectivity ratio The tot,al error €12 is minimum when a is in the neighborhood of lo-*. If one were to actually synthesize the given pattern go with a one-wavelength aperture, this value of a would give a. compromise design sufficiently close to go and still not too sensitive to construction errors.
VII. CONCLUSION
Regularization methods are not a cure-all. There are problems of synthesis that are impossible from a practical point of view regardless of the method used. (The required compromise would be unacceptable.) There are also problems of identification where the dat.a are simply insufficient and no meaningful guess can stabilize the solution. However, excluding those extreme cases regularization can prove very useful. Some of the methods are ext.remely simple and with the help of computers can lead quickly to a practical solution.
One must not forget that there is some arbitrariness in the choice of a met,hod a.nd the choice of its parameters. Engineering judgment must be used either to decide what, criteria of performance to apply or what are "likely" properties of the object to be identified.
This paper described only a simple application in order not t.o obscure the important characteristics of this approach. It is clear tha.t it can have a nide range of practical applications and should become a familiar tool of the engineer.
